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LETfi, . . . , fs: (R”, 0) + (R, 0) be germs of real analytic functions, and let S, be a small sphere 
centered at the origin. The Euler characteristic of the set (x E S,lfr (x) = . . . = f,(x) = 0} is 
an interesting local invariant. 
Define 
g(x) =ff(x)+ . . . +f:(X)-c(xf+ . . . +x,‘y, 
where c > 0 is a small constant and k 9 0 is an integer. We prove that g has an isolated 
singular point at the origin and 
X({XGIfi(X) = . . . =f(x) = 0}) = 1 -deg(dg), 
where deg (dg) is the degree of the mapping 
x -, gradg(x)/llgradg(x)ll 
from a small sphere S, to the unit sphere of R”. 
We can apply this fact to real polynomials and see how to compute the Euler 
characteristic of any algebraic subset of R”. 
Let f: (U, 0) + (R, 0) be an analytic function defined in an open subset of R”. Set 
o(x) = x:+ . . . +xf. 
Define 
V={(x,r,y)~UxRxRIw(x)=r’, rank (d4-9, G(x)) 5 1, Y =_f(x)>. 
Then V is an analytic subset of R” x R x R. 
Let IL : R” x R x R + R x R be the natural projection. Of course TI : V + n( v) is proper in 
some neighbourhood of the origin. Hence TI( V) is closed, semianalytic in some neighbour- 
hood of the origin (see [3], p. 127). 
DenoteY, = R x {Oj,Y2 = %‘t(x( V) - R x {O}). F rom [3] Y, is semianalytic. If r # 0 then 
T(( V) n {r} x R = {r} x {the set of critical values of As,}, 
where S, = {xER”~ jIxlj* = r’}. Then x(V) n {r) x R is finite (see [4], p. 16). Hence 
dim x(V) = dim Y2 = 1. Then (0) is an isolated point of Y, n Y,. From ([3], p. 85) there exist 
constants C > 0, a > 0 such that 
d((r,y),YI) h c~d((r,y), {O})zz 
for each (r, y) EY* (d denoting the euclidean distance in R2). Of course d ((r, y),Y,) = 1 y I and 
d((r,y), (01) L PI- So 
lyl 2 Cr2= (1) 
for each (r, y) EY* sufficiently close to the origin (if f is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 
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pthenC = Zandcr = [p/2] + 1). Let c E (0, C), and let k 1 a be an integer. Define q (x) = 
- cwk (x). 
Set 
V’ = { (x,r, _V)E U x R x RI o(x) = r’, rank (da(x), dg(x)) s 1, y = q(x)}. 
We have rank (do(x), dq (x)) = rank (dw (x), df (x)). Then 
v’= {(x,r,y)jw(x) = r2, rank (do(x), df(x)) s 1, y = f(x) - cr21rj. 
Define G(r, y) = (r, y-~r~~). Then X( Y’) = G(A( Y)). By (1) we have 
n(V) nRx {0} = ((O,O)} 
f(x) 
(2) 
in some neighbourhood of the origin. Hence, if r # 0 is sufficiently close to the origin then (0) 
is a regular value of q,s,. 
LEMMA 1. Let f :(U, 0) + (R, 0) be a real analytic function defined in an open subset of R”. 
Then there exist constants C > 0, a > 0 such that: if c E (0, C), k 2 CL is an integer, r $1 0 is 
sujiciently close to the origin and q = f - cwk then (0) is a regular value of q,s,. In particular q 
has an isolated singular point at the origin. Moreover rhe Euler characteristic 
x({xES,lf (x) 5 01) = 1 -deg(dq). 
Proof. Let r + 0 be close to the origin. Define NI = {x E S,I f (x) s 0}, N, = {xES, I 
q(x) 5 O}. Then N/ c int NB. By (1) and (2) the function q,s, has no critical points in NB - N/. 
The set NJ is closed, semianalytic and hence, according to [2], can be triangulated. We have 
qls, = As, - cr ‘lr So N, is a deformation retract of Np. Then x(N/) = x(N,). The function q has . 
an isolated singular point at the origin. By Cl, SJ we have x(N,) = 1 - deg (dg). This ends the 
proof. 
COROLLARY 1. If f: R” + R is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d then 
x({xESIlf(x)60})= I--deg(dq), 
where q = f-“cd;21+*. 
THEOREM 1. Let fi, . . . ,fs: (U, 0) + (R, 0) be real analytic functions defined in an open 
subset of R”. 
Then there exist constants C > 0, a > 0 such that: if c E (0, C), k 2 a is an integer, r # 0 is 
suflciently close to rhe origin and 
q=ff+ . . . +ff-cco’ 
then g has an isolated singular point at the origin and 
x({xES,Ifi(x) = . * . =X(x) = 0}) = 1 -deg(dq). 
Proof. We have 
{XES,Ifi(X) = . . . =X(x) = oj = {XES,~f:(X)+ . . . +fi(x) 5 oj. 
The rest is a consequence of Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY 2. if fi, . _ . ,1;: R” + R are homogeneous polynomials of degree d then 
z({xES1IfrM= . . . =f,(x)=O})= l-deg(dg), 
whereg=f:+ . . . +fi--‘+l. 
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LEMMA 2. Let fi, . . . ,L: R” + R be polynomials of degree 5 d. Assume that 
{XE R”lf,(x) = . . . =L(x) = 0} is compact. Define 
gi(xOv x1t . . . ,X") = x;~'A(xllxo,~~~ ,x,/x,), 
g=g:+ . . . +g;--(X;+ . . . +x;)df2. 
Then g has an isolated singular poinr at the origin and 
x({x~R”Ifi(x) = . . . =fs(x) = 0)) = i((- l)“-deg(dg)). 
Proof. Each gi is a homogeneous polynomial in R”+ ’ of degree d + 1. Of course 
S;-‘={xES;~x~=O)c{xES;~g,(x)= . . . =gr(x)=O} 
and the sets: 
{x~R”jf~(x) = . . . =fs(x) = Oj, 
{xES;I+Xo > 0, g,(x) = . . . = g,(x) = 01 
are homeomorphic. 
By compactness of {x E R”l fi (x) = . . . = f,(x) = 0} we have 
x({xES;Igi(x) = . . . = g,(x) = 0)) = 2~((x~R”lf~(x) = . . =L(x) = O))+x(S;-‘) 
Ofcoursel(S;-I)=(-l)“+‘+l. 
The rest is a consequence of Corollary 2. 
THEOREM 2. Let fi, . . . , f,: R” + R be polynomials. Then there exist polynomials 
g:R”+’ --f R, h: R” --, R with isolated singular points at the origin such that 
x({x~R”jf~(x) = . . . =1;(x) = Oj) = $((- l)“-deg(dg))-deg(dh). 
Proof. Define f=f: + . . . +jz. Of course 
{x~R”lf(x) = 0) = {x~R”Ifi(x) = . . . =fs(x) = 01. 
We may assume that f(0) # 0. Let d = degree (f). Set 
Then: 
F(x,, . . . , X”) = (XI + . . . +x.2)“+‘f(x/(x: + . . . +x.2)). 
(i) FER[x,, . . ,x”], F(0) = 0, 
(ii) V(F) = {x E R”IF(x) = O), is the single point (Alexandroff) compactification of 
{x~R”lf(x) = 0). 
From Lemma 2 there exists a polynomial g: R”+i + R with an isolated singular point 
at the origin such that 
Let r > 0. Then 
x(v(Q) = t((- lY’-deg(dg)). 
x(Y(0) = z({xE VU91 llxll 5 r).)+id{xE W7lllxll 2 r))--xAV(F) nS,b 
If r is sufficiently close to the origin then: 
(iii) l({xE V(F)1 llxll s r}) = 1, 
(iv) x({~E V(F)1 llxll 1 rj) = z(vV)-{O)) = x({x~R”If(x) = O>h 
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(v) from Theorem 1 there exists a polynomial h: R” -+ R with an isolated singular point at 
the origin such that 1 (V(F) n S,) = 1 - deg (dh). 
This ends the proof. 
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